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Designed with customization and personalization in mind

Uconnect 5 builds upon a well-established, intuitive user experience (UX) and third-party recognition with

Android’s automotive operating system and five-times-faster processing speeds

Exclusive and customizable home screen allows quick access to frequently used features with one-touch

operation

On- and off-board voice recognition systems are easy to use with wake-up words like, “hey, Jeep®” or

“hey, Alexa.” The Uconnect 5 systems are designed to help drivers remain focused on the road by

understanding commands and working in harmony with vehicle systems, such as asking the navigation

system to “find an available EV charging station near me”

Profiles are available so multiple owners can always enjoy their favorite settings – like radio presets –at

the press of a button

Find and navigate to a chosen destination using the most efficient route

Uconnect 5 with Navigation offers an easy-to-use, fully integrated, customizable experience using up-to-

date 2D and 3D maps and location technology, featuring online searches that offer accurate results and

maps that automatically adjust from high-level view to street view

Available through the touchscreen or Uconnect 5 voice recognition system, voice commands, such

as “hey Uconnect, navigate home,” can be used

Entertainment at occupants’ fingertips

An included trial of SiriusXM with 360L includes Personalized Stations Powered by Pandora along with

thousands of hours of curated content, including live sports, free on-demand shows, performances and

interviews

Wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto make connecting and sharing easy

Remain in touch and productive

Simultaneous dual-phone connectivity allows greater flexibility with passengers

Global reach

Uconnect systems feature global capability for vehicle owners in more than 150 countries

Rear Seat Entertainment and passenger screen highlights

With the available Rear Seat Entertainment system with built-in Amazon Fire TV for Auto, passengers in 2024

Wagoneer, Jeep Grand Cherokee and Chrysler Pacifica vehicles have access to hundreds of thousands of movies,

TV shows and apps.

Passengers can watch their favorite shows independently while listening through headphones or the whole family can

tune in through the vehicle's audio system. With built-in Fire TV for Auto, parents also have access to Amazon Kids+

for a worry-free experience that ensures younger passengers enjoy age-appropriate content.

A Fire TV for Auto-specific remote works on all screens to provide control of the experience and includes push-to-talk

access to Alexa, making it easy to find and quickly play shows. The remote includes a button that connects Fire TV

for Auto with the new Uconnect 5 system for control of vehicle features, such as climate, maps and more.

Connectivity can be provided through either a brought-in mobile device data plan or by purchasing a data plan for the

vehicle.



The award-winning front passenger interactive display also is available for select 2024 Wagoneer and Jeep Grand

Cherokee vehicles. The system has four major functions: co-pilot (navigation, device management), entertainment

(via HDMI or Rear Seat Entertainment control), the ability to view the exterior vehicle cameras and Fire TV for Auto.
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Additional information and news from Stellantis are available at: https://media.stellantisnorthamerica.com
 


